Sabbatical Awardees 2005 – 2006

Ahlsted, David – ARHU
Still life in Abstraction

Daly, William T. – SOBL
“College” & “Citizen”

Elmore, Elizabeth – SOBL
Economics for all Ages

Fan, Weihong – NAMS
Tree Species Diversity and Spatial Patterns of Photosynthesis Across the Contiguous U.S.A.

Farrell, Stewart – NAMS
Storm Vulnerability Assessment of New Jersey’s Dune System

Mutari, Ellen – GENS
Living and Working in a Casino Economy

Distinguished Faculty Fellowships 2005

Haresign, Tim – NAMS
Orientation, Territorial Behavior, Memory, and Site Fidelity in the Dragonfly ‘Libellula pulchella’

Liu, Fang – NAMS
Performance testing of a prototype 64-pixel positron-sensitive imaging device using excised sentinel lymph node tissue

McShea, Betsy – GENS
Vogel, Judith – NAMS
Sports and Mathematics Textbook Project

Papademetriou, Tom – ARHU
The Anatolian Churches Project: An Examination of the Religious Material Culture of the Greek Orthodox Communities of Ottoman Asia Minor

Rajaraman, Shanthi – NAMS
Synthesis of 2-nitroimidazoles and derivatives: Hypoxia selective anti-tumor agents

White, Wendel A. – ARHU
Adat Beyt Mosheh: African Americans and the Lost Tribes of Israel
Research and Professional Development Awardees 2005

Cromartie, William J. – NAMS
Aquatic macroinvertebrate research

Galantino, Mary Lou – PROS
Bukowski, Elaine – PROS
The Effects of a Yoga Program on the Symptoms of Osteoarthritis on the Knee

Gutman, Sharon – PROS
Schindler, Victoria – PROS
Implementation and Assessment of a Supported Education Program for People with Psychiatric Disabilities

Hallock-Waters, Kristen – NAMS
Nutrient Loading and Algal Productivity in Hammonton Lake

Jackson, Rodger – ARHU
Logical Foundations, Part One: Introduction to Symbolic Logic

Jevtic, Nada – NAMS
Increasing the Predictive Power of the Southern Oscillation Index using Nonlinear Local Projective Noise Reduction

Keenan, Kelly – NAMS
Identification of metabolites in ‘Neurospora crassa’

King, David – ARHU
Mutilation in the ‘chanson de geste’, a conference paper and scholarly article

McGinnis, Patricia Quinn – PROS
Summer Institute III Step: Integrating Scientific Evidence into Clinical Practice

McGovern, Heather – GENS
Surveying Small Environmental Advocacy Groups: How do they Communicate & Make Decisions about Website Development & Use?

Mutari, Ellen – GENS
Living and Working in Casino Economy Phase I: Construction of Survey Instrument

Nolan, Thomas – PROS
Effect of Electrical Stimulation on Ankle Rehabilitation: Inhibition of Edema
O’Shea, Candace – ARHU
*Communications Project: Taping, Editing, Airing Events*

Pomeroy, Anne – ARHU
*Book Preparation: *Time and the Revolutionary Consciousness

Sedia, Ekaterina – NAMS
*The Effect of Anthropogenic disturbance on the Pinelands Vegetation and its Recovery*

Sharon, Yitzhak – NAMS
*Understanding the Structure of the Argon40 Nucleus*

Vaughn, Beverly – ARHU
*Participation in the 38th Annual Gospel Music Worship of America National Convention, Milwaukee, Wisconsin*

Wang, Jinchang – PROS
*Improving Efficiency of Expert Systems*

Werner, Ralph – NAMS
*Serum Chemistry Values in the Diamondback Terrapin (Malaclemys terrapin)*

**Research and Professional Development Mini-Grant Awardees 2005**

Cicirello, Vincent – PROS
*A Feasibility Study on the Integration of Mobile Robot Programming into CSIS 4463 Artificial Intelligence*

Levy, Marissa – SOBL
*Crime Prevention Assessment: Photographs and GPS for Identification and Mapping of Crime Locations and Crime Prevention Measures*

Rajaraman, Shanthi – NAMS
*A Novel Direct Synthesis of 2- Nitroimidazole Analogs*

Tartaro, Christine – SOBL
*Corrections Panel, 2006 Annual Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences Conference*

Wood, Roger – NAMS
*Field Research on the Longevity of a Natural Population of Diamondback Terrapins in Key West National Wildlife Refuge, Florida*
Career Development Committee Awardees 2005

Adamo, Gregory – ARHU
Completion of Contracted Book Manuscript - African Americans in Television: Behind the Scenes

Caplan, Ronald – PROS
Continuous Research, Learning and Professional Development

Chhatwal, Gurprit S. – PROS
Impact of Pedagogy in Introductory Financial Accounting Course

Cox, Lisa E. – SOBL
Preparation of Conference Proceedings Paper

Gerhardt, Jill – PROS
Assistance with the Continued Administration of the NSF Grant

Ghorashi, G. Reza – SOBL
New General Studies Course

Harrison, Kenneth – SOBL
Redevelopment of GSS course “Political Economy of Gaming”

King, Robert D. – PROS
Sexual Minorities and the Law: Has Marketing to the Gay and Lesbian Community Contributed to Social Change?

Lubenow, William C. – ARHU
Organizing Knowledge in Europe from the Renaissance Through the Cold War

Mench, Fred – ARHU
Improving Access to “Fictional Rome”

Nolan, Jr., Thomas P. – PROS
“Post-professional” Physical Therapy Doctorate Program

Rosner, Lisa – ARHU
Advancement and External Relations as Career Development

Rubenstein, Joseph – SOBL
Computer Resources for Scholarly Work

Ueno-Olsen, Hannah – ARHU
Study of 3D Web: A Companion for the Children’s Book
Vito, Marilyn E. – PROS
Improving Pedagogy, Responding to Student Feedback

Zimmerman, George – NAMS
Continuing Education Course, University of the Arts, Philadelphia